ACTIVATING OUR NETWORK INTO ACTION

The Parent Action Network gives a voice to families and empowers them to be heard among our lawmakers. These moms, dads, grandparents, and siblings tell their stories and voice their knowledge-based opinions to advocate for healthy drug policies rooted in public health and safety.

AMPLIFYING OUR NATION’S VOICES

Joining the Parent Action Network will give you the opportunity to:

- JOIN a network of support and shared experience.
- ACCESS science-based and data-driven information that informs you on current initiatives and actions
- RECEIVE training and attend workshops on how to successfully use your voice to advocate for good drug policy
- PARTICIPATE in opportunities to strategically share your stories and opinions with legislators and advocate for informed drug policy decisions

JOIN US
703-589-9091
info@parentaction.network

Educating and Empowering Families to Advocate for Good Drug Policy